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Duration and Simultaneity-Henri Bergson 1965
Sophia- 1964 Includes bibliographies and book
reviews.
The First Scientist-Carlo Rovelli 2011 Translated
into English for the first time, an award-winning
theoretical physicist discusses the theories of
Anaximander, the sixth-century BC Greek
philosopher, and examines the influence he had
on scientific thinking in a historical and
philosophical context.
International Handbook of Research in History,
Philosophy and Science Teaching-Michael R.
Matthews 2014-07-03 This inaugural handbook
documents the distinctive research field that
utilizes history and philosophy in investigation of
theoretical, curricular and pedagogical issues in
the teaching of science and mathematics. It is
contributed to by 130 researchers from 30
countries; it provides a logically structured, fully
referenced guide to the ways in which science
and mathematics education is, informed by the
history and philosophy of these disciplines, as
well as by the philosophy of education more
generally. The first handbook to cover the field, it
lays down a much-needed marker of progress to
date and provides a platform for informed and
coherent future analysis and research of the
subject. The publication comes at a time of
heightened worldwide concern over the standard
of science and mathematics education, attended
by fierce debate over how best to reform
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curricula and enliven student engagement in the
subjects. There is a growing recognition among
educators and policy makers that the learning of
science must dovetail with learning about
science; this handbook is uniquely positioned as
a locus for the discussion. The handbook features
sections on pedagogical, theoretical, national,
and biographical research, setting the literature
of each tradition in its historical context. It
reminds readers at a crucial juncture that there
has been a long and rich tradition of historical
and philosophical engagements with science and
mathematics teaching, and that lessons can be
learnt from these engagements for the resolution
of current theoretical, curricular and pedagogical
questions that face teachers and administrators.
Science educators will be grateful for this
unique, encyclopaedic handbook, Gerald Holton,
Physics Department, Harvard University This
handbook gathers the fruits of over thirty years’
research by a growing international and
cosmopolitan community Fabio Bevilacqua,
Physics Department, University of Pavia
The Relativistic Deduction-Émile Meyerson
2012-12-06 When the author of Identity and
Reality accepted Langevin's suggestion that
Meyerson "identify the thought processes" of
Einstein's relativity theory, he turned from his
assured perspective as historian of the sciences
to the risky bias of contemporary philosophical
critic. But Emile Meyerson, the epis temologist
as historian, could not find a more rigorous test
of his conclusions from historical learning than
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the interpretation of Einstein's work, unless
perhaps he were to turn from the classical
revolution of Einstein's relativity to the nonclassical quantum theory. Meyerson captures our
sympathy in all his writings: " . . . the role of the
epistemologist is . . . in following the
development of science" (250); the study of the
evolution of reason leads us to see that "man
does not experience himself reasoning . . . which
is carried on unconsciously," and as the
summation of his empirical studies of the works
and practices of scientists, "reason . . . behaves
in an altogether predict able way: . . . first by
making the consequent equivalent to the
antecedent, and then by actually denying all
diversity in space" (202). If logic - and to
Meyerson the epistemologist is logician - is to
understand reason, then "logic proceeds a
posteriori. " And so we are faced with an
empirically based Par menides, and, as we shall
see, with an ineliminable 'irrational' within
science. Meyerson's story, written in 1924, is still
exciting, 60 years later.
Past and Future-Jerry Siegel 2008 Collects
storylines throughout the Superman comic run in
which the characters travel through time, visiting
both past and future eras to attempt to change
the course of history.
Seven Complex Lessons in Education for the
Future-Edgar Morin 2001 Examines fundamental
problems often overlooked or neglected in
education. These problems are presented as
"seven complex lessons" that should be covered
in an education of the future in all societies in
every culture, according to means and rules
appropriate to those societies and cultures.
Cahiers-Paul Valéry 2010
The Black Hunter-Pierre Vidal-Naquet
1998-07-30 The black hunter travels through the
mountains and forests of Greek mythology.
Taking its title from this mythological figure, this
book approaches the Greek world by charting the
elaborate system of contradictions which
pervaded Greek society and culture - wild yet
cultivated, real yet imaginary.
The Unity of the Universe-D. W. Sciama
2012-08-29 This accessible approach uses
compelling photos, figures, and examples to
address and answer profound questions about
the universe. "An engrossing book, an
invigorating intellectual exercise." — Scientific
American. 1959 edition.
Ecrits Et Paroles [of] (Henri Bergson)-Henri
Bergson 1957
Covariant Loop Quantum Gravity-Carlo Rovelli
2014-11-13 A comprehensible introduction to the
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most fascinating research in theoretical physics:
advanced quantum gravity. Ideal for researchers
and graduate students.
The Traumatic Imagination-Eugene L. Arva 2011
This work examines novels from Caribbean,
North American, and European literatures of the
second half of the twentieth century, both
Anglophone and in translation, with focus on the
chronotopes of slavery, colonialism, the
Holocaust, and war. Historical traumata have
found their reconstruction in literary works
written by either traumatized or vicariously
traumatized authors, such as Jean Rhys, Alejo
Carpentier, Maryse Conde??, Salman Rushdie,
Gabriel Garci??a Ma??rquez, Bernard Malamud,
Joseph Skibell, Gu??nter Grass, and Tim O'Brien.
The traumatic imagination accounts for the
relative prevalence of magical realist writing in
postmodernist fiction. As a singular phenomenon
of postmodern aporia, magical realist texts write
the silence imposed by trauma, and convert it
into history.--publisher.
Physics Meets Philosophy at the Planck ScaleCraig Callender 2001-01-29 Was the first book to
examine the exciting area of overlap between
philosophy and quantum mechanics with
chapters by leading experts from around the
world.
Kant's Cosmogony as in His Essay on the
Retardation of the Rotation of the Earth and His
Natural History and Theory of the HeavensImmanuel Kant 1900
Atheism-Alexandre Kojève 2018-11-06 One of the
twentieth century’s most brilliant and
unconventional thinkers, Alexandre Kojève was a
Russian émigré to France whose lectures on
Hegel in the 1930s galvanized a generation of
French intellectuals. Although Kojève wrote a
great deal, he published very little in his lifetime,
and so the ongoing rediscovery of his work
continues to present new challenges to
philosophy and political theory. Written in 1931
but left unfinished, Atheism is an erudite and
open-ended exploration of profound questions of
estrangement, death, suicide, and the infinite
that demonstrates the range and the provocative
power of Kojève’s thought. Ranging across
Heidegger, Buddhism, Christianity, German
idealism, Russian literature, and mathematics,
Kojève advances a novel argument about
freedom and authority. He investigates the
possibility that there is not any vantage point or
source of authority—including philosophy,
science, or God—that is outside or beyond
politics and the world as we experience it. The
question becomes whether atheism—or
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theism—is even a meaningful position since both
affirmation and denial of God’s existence imply a
knowledge that seems clearly outside our
capacities. Masterfully translated by Jeff Love,
this book offers a striking new perspective on
Kojève’s work and its implications for theism,
atheism, politics, and freedom.
Thematic Origins of Scientific Thought-Gerald
James Holton 1988 The highly acclaimed first
edition of this major work convincingly
established Gerald Holton's analysis of the ways
scientific ideas evolve. His concept of "themata,"
induced from case studies with special attention
to the work of Einstein, has become one of the
chief tools for understanding scientific progress.
It is now one of the main approaches in the study
of the initiation and acceptance of individual
scientific insights. Three principal consequences
of this perspective extend beyond the study of
the history of science itself. It provides
philosophers of science with the kind of raw
material on which some of the best work in their
field is based. It helps intellectual historians to
redefine the place of modern science in
contemporary culture by identifying influences
on the scientific imagination. And it prompts
educators to reexamine the conventional
concepts of education in science. In this new
edition, Holton has masterfully reshaped the
contents and widened the coverage. Significant
new material has been added, including a
penetrating account of the advent of quantum
physics in the United States, and a broad
consideration of the integrity of science, as
exemplified in the work of Niels Bohr. In
addition, a revised introduction and a new
postscript provide an updated perspective on the
role of themata. The result of this thoroughgoing
revision is an indispensable volume for scholars
and students of scientific thought and intellectual
history.
What is Time? What is Space?-Carlo Rovelli 2015
Axiomatics-Robert Blanché 1965
Jewish and Christian Liturgy and Worship-Albert
Gerhards 2007-10-31 Jewish and Christian
Liturgy and Worship presents the reworked
results of the discussions at an interdisciplinary
symposium held in Aachen, Germany, on recent
trends in the study of Jewish and Christian
liturgies. It introduces diverse subjects
pertaining to its topic an shows their
interrelationship.
Art Brut-Lucienne Peiry 2001 Money
management may very well be the most
important piece of the trading puzzle. In A
Trader's Money Management System, expert
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Bennett McDowell provides time-tested
techniques that can turn a losing trader into a
winning one'and take the winning trader to an
entirely new level. In revealing his personal
approach to staying out of trouble in the financial
markets and maximizing profits, he offers
comprehensive insights into: The psychology of
risk control as well as the finer aspects of setting
stop-loss exits The value of managing trade size
and consistent record keeping The process of
putting together your own personal money
management system Unlike other books that
focus on the complex mathematical theories
behind money management, this book presents
its system in straightforward, easy-to-understand
terms that will allow you to quickly see how
these concepts work and immediately benefit
from the value of effectively managing risk.
Francesca Da Rimini-Gabriele D'Annunzio 1902
Columbia Theatre, absolutely fireproof. Luckett
& Dwyer, lessees and managers, Ned Stein,
treasurer. Signora Eloenora Duse and her own
Italian company (Liebler & Co., managers)
"Francesca da Rimini," a tragedy in five acts by
Gabriele D'Annunzio.
New Approaches to the Study of Religion-Peter
Antes 2004 Sinceits founding by Jacques
Waardenburg in 1971, Religion and Reason has
been a leading forum for contributions on
theories, theoretical issues and agendas related
to the phenomenon and the study of religion.
Topics include (among others) category
formation, comparison, ethnophilosophy,
hermeneutics, methodology, myth,
phenomenology, philosophy of science, scientific
atheism, structuralism, and theories of religion.
From time to time the series publishes volumes
that map the state of the art and the history of
the discipline.
Subjectivity In-Between Times-Chenyang Wang
2019-09-19 This book is the first to systematically
investigate how the notion of time is
conceptualised in Jacques Lacan’s work. Through
a careful examination of Lacan’s various
presentations of time, Chenyang Wang argues
that this notion is key to a comprehension of
Lacan’s psychoanalytic thinking, and in
particular to the way in which he theorises
subjectivity. This book demonstrates that time is
approached by Lacan not only as consciously
experienced, but also as pre-reflectively
embodied and symbolically generated. In an
analysis that begins with Lacan’s “Logical Time”
essay, Chenyang Wang articulates three
temporal registers that correspond to Lacan's
Real-Symbolic-Imaginary triad and also
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demonstrates how Lacan’s elaboration of other
major themes including consciousness, body,
language, desire and sexuality is informed by his
original perspectives on time. Filling a significant
gap in contemporary Lacanian studies, this book
will provide essential reading for students and
scholars of psychoanalytic theory, continental
philosophy and critical theory.
Legacy of Parmenides-Patricia Curd 2004-10-15
Parmenides of Elea was the most important and
influential philosopher before Plato. He rejected
as impossible the scientific inquiry practiced by
the earlier Presocratic philosophers and held that
generation, destruction, and change are unreal
and that only one thing exists. In this book,
Patricia Curd argues that Parmenides sought to
reform rather than to reject scientific inquiry,
and she offers a more coherent account of his
influence on later philosophers.The Legacy of
Parmenides examines Parmenides' arguments,
considering his connection to earlier Greek
thought and how his account of what-is could
have served as a model for later philosophers.
Curd also explores the theories of his successors,
including the Pluralists (Anaxagoras and
Empedocles), the Atomists (Leucippus and
Democritus), the later Eleatics (Zeno and
Melissus), and the later Presocratics (Philolaus of
Croton and Diogenes of Apollonia). She
concludes with a discussion of the importance of
Parmenides' work to Plato's Theory of Forms.The
Legacy of Parmenides challenges traditional
views of early Greek philosophy and provides
new insights into the work of Parmenides.
The Ontology of Spacetime- 2006-07-10 This
book contains selected papers from the First
International Conference on the Ontology of
Spacetime. Its fourteen chapters address two
main questions: first, what is the current status
of the substantivalism/relationalism debate, and
second, what about the prospects of presentism
and becoming within present-day physics and its
philosophy? The overall tenor of the four
chapters of the book’s first part is that the
prospects of spacetime substantivalism are bleak,
although different possible positions remain with
respect to the ontological status of spacetime.
Part II and Part III of the book are devoted to
presentism, eternalism, and becoming, from two
different perspectives. In the six chapters of Part
II it is argued, in different ways, that relativity
theory does not have essential consequences for
these issues. It certainly is true that the structure
of time is different, according to relativity theory,
from the one in classical theory. But that does
not mean that a decision is forced between
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presentism and eternalism, or that becoming has
proved to be an impossible concept. It may even
be asked whether presentism and eternalism
really offer different ontological perspectives at
all. The writers of the last four chapters, in Part
III, disagree. They argue that relativity theory is
incompatible with becoming and presentism.
Several of them come up with proposals to go
beyond relativity, in order to restore the
prospects of presentism. · Space and time in
present-day physics and philosophy ·
Introduction from scratch of the debates
surrounding time · Broad spectrum of
approaches, coherently represented
Burial and Ancient Society-Ian Morris 1987 This
study of the changing relationships between
burial rituals and social structure in Early Iron
Age Greece will be required reading for all
archaeologists working with burial evidence, in
whatever period. This book differs from many
topical studies of state formation in that unique
and particular developments are given as much
weight as those factors which are common to all
early states. The ancient literary evidence and
the relevant historical and anthropological
comparisons are extensively drawn on in an
attempt to explain the transition to the city-state,
a development which was to have decisive effects
for the subsequent development of European
society.
The Ash Wednesday Supper-Giordano Bruno
1975 Giordano Bruno was an itinerant Italian
friar who was burned at the stake in 1600 for
heresies, which included his rejection of the
Ptolemaic cosmology. Of his important writings,
'La Cena de le ceneri' was one of the first works
in which Copernican theory had impact outside
the sphere of the natural sciences. Arguing for
the physical reality of the infinite universe with
no centre, Bruno sought to prove that each man
is every man, that conflict would be resolved if all
men accepted the unifying potential of his
hermetic religion. Using this radical cosmology,
Bruno sought to heal the secular and religious
wounds of sixteenth-century Europe.
Perspectives on Lexicography in Italy and
Europe-Silvia Bruti 2009-10-02 Lexicography is a
very special field of research, in which theory
arises from concrete problems and practice
moulds on theoretical assumptions in a way of
working that is at the same time technical and
innovative. The volume offers an overview of the
main aspects of the state of art of lexicographical
research in Europe, with contributions
concerning both historical and synchronic
dictionaries and a wide spectrum of the main
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European languages (French, English, German,
Italian, Portuguese, Spanish). Several
contributions show the beneficial effects deriving
from the close connection between modern
lexicography and information technology, which
in the last few years profoundly changed the way
of designing, realising and using dictionaries. An
appendix contains some reflections on
lexicography and translation, one of the most
important functional goals for both monolingual
and bilingual dictionaries.
Toward the United Front-Communistische
Internationale 2011-10-14 This book offers, for
the first time in English, the proceedings and
decisions of the last congress of the Communist
International held in Lenin’s lifetime. With an
analytic introduction, detailed footnotes, 500
biographic notes, glossary, chronology, and
index.
Book Was There-Andrew Piper 2012-10-12
Andrew Piper grew up liking books and loving
computers. While occasionally burying his nose
in books, he was going to computer camp,
programming his Radio Shack TRS-80, and
playing Pong. His eventual love of reading made
him a historian of the book and a connoisseur of
print, but as a card-carrying member of the first
digital generation—and the father of two digital
natives—he understands that we live in
electronic times. Book Was There is Piper’s
surprising and always entertaining essay on
reading in an e-reader world. Much ink has been
spilled lamenting or championing the decline of
printed books, but Piper shows that the rich
history of reading itself offers unexpected clues
to what lies in store for books, print or digital.
From medieval manuscript books to today’s
playable media and interactive urban fictions,
Piper explores the manifold ways that physical
media have shaped how we read, while also
observing his own children as they face the
struggles and triumphs of learning to read. In
doing so, he uncovers the intimate connections
we develop with our reading materials—how we
hold them, look at them, share them, play with
them, and even where we read them—and shows
how reading is interwoven with our experiences
in life. Piper reveals that reading’s many
identities, past and present, on page and on
screen, are the key to helping us understand the
kind of reading we care about and how new
technologies will—and will not—change old
habits. Contending that our experience of
reading belies naive generalizations about the
future of books, Book Was There is an elegantly
argued and thoroughly up-to-date tribute to the
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endurance of books in our ever-evolving digital
world.
The Anthropology of Ancient Greece-Louis
Gernet 1981
Encyclopedia of Nineteenth-Century
Photography-John Hannavy 2013-12-16 The
Encyclopedia of Nineteenth-Century Photography
is the first comprehensive encyclopedia of world
photography up to the beginning of the twentieth
century. It sets out to be the standard, definitive
reference work on the subject for years to come.
Its coverage is global – an important ‘first’ in that
authorities from all over the world have
contributed their expertise and scholarship
towards making this a truly comprehensive
publication. The Encyclopedia presents new and
ground-breaking research alongside accounts of
the major established figures in the nineteenth
century arena. Coverage includes all the key
people, processes, equipment, movements,
styles, debates and groupings which helped
photography develop from being ‘a solution in
search of a problem’ when first invented, to the
essential communication tool, creative medium,
and recorder of everyday life which it had
become by the dawn of the twentieth century.
The sheer breadth of coverage in the 1200 essays
makes the Encyclopedia of Nineteenth-Century
Photography an essential reference source for
academics, students, researchers and libraries
worldwide.
Conceptual Problems of Quantum Gravity-Abhay
Ashtekar 1991-01-01
The Bauhaus, 1919-1933-Magdalena Droste 2006
A classic, prize-winning novel about an epic
migration and a lone woman haunted by the past
in frontier Waipu. In the 1850s, a group of
settlers established a community at Waipu in the
northern part of New Zealand. They were led
there by a stern preacher, Norman McLeod. The
community had followed him from Scotland in
1817 to found a settlement in Nova Scotia, then
subsequently to New Zealand via Australia. Their
incredible journeys actually happened, and in
this winner of the New Zealand Book Awards,
Fiona Kidman breathes life and contemporary
relevance into the facts by creating a remarkable
fictional story of three women entangled in the
migrations - Isabella, her daughter Annie and
granddaughter Maria. McLeod's harsh leadership
meant that anyone who ran counter to him had to
live a life of secrets. The 'secrets' encapsulated
the spirit of these women in their varied
reactions to McLeod's strict edicts and connect
the past to the present and future.
The Church as a Replacement of Israel-Michael J.
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Vlach 2009 Does the Christian church replace
the nation Israel in the plan of God? The doctrine
of supersessionism answers this question in the
affirmative. But is supersessionism a biblical
doctrine? Michael J. Vlach offers a detailed
examination of the view that the church is the
new Israel that permanently takes the place of
the nation Israel. He surveys the supersessionist
view in church history and then examines its
hermeneutical and theological arguments. He
also presents a case against supersessionism. In
a unique way, he lays out the arguments of both
supersessionism and non-supersessionism and
then offers his analysis of why supersessionism is
not consistent with the biblical witness.
Fundamental Theory-Sir Arthur Stanley
Eddington 1949
The Future of the Classical-Salvatore Settis
2006-10-20 Every era has invented a different
idea of the 'classical' to create its own identity.
Thus the 'classical' does not concern only the
past: it is also concerned with the present and a
vision of the future. In this elegant new book,
Salvatore Settis traces the ways in which we
have related to our 'classical' past, starting with
post-modern American skyscrapers and working
his way back through our cultural history to the
attitudes of the Greeks and Romans themselves.
Settis argues that this obsession with cultural
decay, ruins and a 'classical' past is specifically
European and the product of a collective cultural
trauma following the collapse of the Roman
Empire. This situation differed from that of the
Aztec and Inca empires whose collapse was more
sudden and more complete, and from the
Chinese Empire which always enjoyed a high
degree of continuity. He demonstrates how the
idea of the 'classical' has changed over the
centuries through an unrelenting decay of
'classicism' and its equally unrelenting rebirth in
an altered form. In the Modern Era this
emulation of the 'ancients' by the 'moderns' was
accompanied by new trends: the increasing belief
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that the former had now been surpassed by the
latter, and an increasing preference for the
Greek over the Roman. These conflicting
interpretations were as much about the future as
they were about the past. No civilization can
invent itself if it does not have other societies in
other times and other places to act as
benchmarks. Settis argues that we will be better
equipped to mould new generations for the
future once we understand that the 'classical' is
not a dead culture we inherited and for which we
can take no credit, but something startling that
has to be re-created every day and is a powerful
spur to understanding the 'other'.
Leila; Tr. by Mary Prichard Agnetti-Antonio
Fogazzaro 2018-03-03 This work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these
works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world), and other notations
in the work. This work is in the public domain in
the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing
or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks,
etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Without Time-Carlo Rovelli 2018-06 No
Marketing Blurb
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